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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Petition by Florida Public Utilities DOCKET NO. 
Company, and the Florida Public Utilities 
Company-Fort Meade Division for Approval FILED: February 1, 2019 
of Revised Transportation Imbalance Tariffs 

PETITION FOR AUTHORITY FOR APPROVAL OF REVISED TRANSPORTATION 
IMBALANCE TARIFFS 

The Florida Public Utilities Company ("FPUC") and Florida Public Utilities Company-

Fort Meade Division ("Fort Meade")Gointly herein "Companies") by and through undersigned 

counsel, pursuant to Section 366.06, Florida Statutes, and in accordance with Rules 25-9.005, 

Florida Administrative Code, and 28-106.201, Florida Administrative Code, hereby respectfully 

petition the Florida Public Service Commission ("FPSC" or "Commission") for approval of 

revised tariffs related to the Companies' methodology regarding transportation imbalance. 

In support of this request, the Companies hereby state: 

1) FPUC and Fort Meade are natural gas utilities subject to the Commission's 

jurisdiction. Their principal business address is: 

Florida Public Utilities Company 
1750 S 14th Street, Suite 200 
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 

2) The name and mailing address of the persons authorized to receive notices are: 

Beth Keating, Esq. 
Gunster, Y oakley & Stewart, P .A. 
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 601 
Tallahassee, FL 32301-1839 
bkeating@gunster .com 
(850) 521-1706 

Mike Cassel 
Director, Regulatory and Governmental 
Affairs 
Florida Public Utilities Company 
1750 S 14th Street, Suite 200 
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 
mcassel@fpuc.com 



Revised Imbalance Tariffs 

3) FPUC and Fort Meade are natural gas distribution compames subject to the 

regulatory jurisdiction of this Commission as prescribed in Chapter 366, Florida Statutes. 

4) The Commission is vested with jurisdiction in this matter in accordance with 

Sections 366.04, 366.05, and 366.06, Florida Statutes, pursuant to which the Commission 

is authorized to establish rates and charges for public utilities, including the relief 

requested herein. 

5) The Companies are unaware of any material facts in dispute at this time, but the 

proceeding may involve disputed issues of material fact. The Companies' request set 

forth herein does not involve reversal or modification of a Commission decision or 

proposed agency action. This is a Petition representing an initial request to the 

Commission, which is the affected agency located at 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard, 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399. 

I. BACKGROUND 

6) FPUC and Fort Meade fulfill the function of traditional Local Distribution 

Companies ("LDCs") in that they maintain their role as gas provider for many customers 

on their systems. While they have implemented transportation tariffs, consistent with 

Rule 25-7.054, Florida Administrative Code, neither has exited the gas merchant 

function. Consequently, these two companies utilize the Purchased Gas Adjustment 

("PGA") cost recovery mechanism to recover the costs associated with their performance 

of the gas merchant function. 

7) The Florida Division of Chesapeake Utilities Corporation ("CFG") is the sister 

business unit of FPUC and Fort Meade and also operates in Florida as a natural gas utility 
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Revised Imbalance Tariffs 

regulated by the Commission pursuant to Chapter 366, Florida Statutes. The CFG 

system is, however, fully unbundled, which means that CFG no longer performs the 

function of acquiring the gas commodity for customers, but instead provides gas 

transportation service only. By Order PSC-02-1646-TRF-GU, issued November 25, 

2002, the Commission authorized CFG to implement the initial step of its unbundling 

proposal, allowing CFG to exit the gas merchant function. All CFG customers receive 

transportation service. Specifically, residential and small commercial customers receive 

transportation service through Pool Managers. CFG's capacity cost allocation and 

recovery process have nevertheless functioned very similar to FPUC's. 

8) The fourth sister business unit in Florida, Florida Public Utilities-Indiantown 

Division ("Indiantown"), is also fully unbundled. By Order PSC-02-1655-TRF-GU, 

issued November 26, 2002, the Commission authorized Indiantown to implement the 

initial step of its unbundling proposal, allowing Indiantown to exit the gas merchant 

function. All Indiantown customers receive transportation service through a single Pool 

Manager. 

II. CALCULATION OF IMBALANCES 

9) Each of the business units utilizes a methodology to calculate imbalances in the 

amount of gas capacity requested by a Pool Manager or Shipper and the amount actually 

utilized by that same Pool Manager or Shipper. A negative or ("Short") imbalance 

quantity means that the consumption of gas by the customer pool exceeded what was 

delivered during the month. Conversely, a positive or ("long") imbalance quantity means 

that the deliveries of gas exceeded the consumption of gas by the customer pool during 
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Revised Imbalance Tariffs 

the month. On FPUC's system, the Pool Manager is required to determine a Daily 

Delivery Quantity ("DDQ") for each oftheir customers. The DDQ is the daily amount of 

natural gas elected by the Pool Manager, to be delivered to their customer accounts. The 

DDQ is the basis upon which the Companies release capacity each month. The capacity 

release quantity is congruent to the quantity of gas the Pool Manager is expected to 

deliver on a daily basis for their customer pool. The Gas is delivered at a constant level 

every day during the month even though customer usage varies. As a result, the level of 

gas delivered daily differs from the quantity actually consumed by the customer pools. 

The difference between the quantities delivered by the Pool Managers and the gas 

quantities actually burned by the customer pools creates an imbalance; i.e. the Pool 

Manager is "short" when customers use more and "long" when they use less. On CFG's 

system, each Shipper submits scheduling and nomination information to the Company on 

a daily basis. At the end of each month, each Shipper's imbalance level is calculated by 

aggregating their customer usage in the pool and comparing it to that Shipper's daily 

nominations for the month. The result of this calculation reflects whether the imbalance 

is long, or short. Once the Shipper's imbalance level has been calculated, the amount of 

the long or short imbalance is multiplied by the applicable tier percentage as defined in 

the Company's tariff. 

10) For FPUC and Fort Meade, once the Pool Managers' imbalance levels have been 

calculated, the amount of the long or short imbalance is multiplied by the applicable tier 

percentage as defined in each Company's tariff. A simple illustration of this calculation 

for FPUC and Fort Meade is also included in Attachment A. 
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Revised Imbalance Tariffs 

11) For FPUC and Fort Meade, this product, both long and short, is then multiplied by 

the Companies' unit price, the published monthly PGA rate, which is not indicative of the 

natural gas prices in the market. The unit price is typically higher than the cash prices 

reflected in the market on a given month due to administrative and capacity costs that are 

included in the Companies' PGA rates. 

12) Like FPUC and Fort Meade, once the imbalance is determined, the amount is 

multiplied by the applicable tier percentage in CFG's tariff. The amounts in CFG's tariff 

are, however, different than those for FPUC and Fort Meade, as reflected in Attachment 

B. For CFG, if the Shipper ends in a negative or short position, the Company sells, to the 

Shipper, the amount of gas needed at a calculated price per therm. This price is calculated 

by taking the sum of the highest weekly average (weeks where Friday is within the 

calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the "Midpoint" column 

for "FGT, zone 1", "FGT, zone 2" or "FGT zone 3", as reported in Platt's Gas Daily and 

the highest Transportation Service Provider ("TSP") 100% load factor rate plus fuel, 

usage and applicable surcharges. If the Shipper ends in a positive or long position then 

the Company purchases, from the Shipper, the excess amount of gas at a calculated price 

per therm. This price is calculated by taking the lowest weekly average (weeks where 

Friday is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas under the 

"Midpoint" column for "FGT, zone 1", FGT, zone 2" or "FGT zone 3", as reported in 

Platt's Gas Daily. 

13) For FPUC and Fort Meade, if the Pool Manager ends in a long position, the 

Companies purchase the excess gas delivered to the Pool Manager, whereas if the Pool 

Manager ends in a short position, the Companies then sell, to the Pool Manager, the 
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excess amount of gas. The resulting charges and/or credits associated with these 

transactions, both long and short, are then included in the Companies' monthly PGA 

calculation. 

III. ISSUES 

14) There are two key issues related to FPUC and Fort Meade's methodology that 

differ from CFG. The first issue arises from the dollar amount the Companies use to 

settle with the upstream pipeline versus the amount each Company settles with each Pool 

Manager. Si~ilar to CFG's tariff, the upstream interstate pipeline's "cash out" rates are 

typically based on an index price, New York Mercantile Exchange ("NYMEX"), which is 

historically less than the Company's PGA. Since FPUC and Fort Meade's tariff use the 

PGA rate, the price difference creates an arbitrage opportunity for Pool Managers on 

FPUC's and Fort Meade's systems, because the Pool Managers are also buying capacity 

at the lower index price. When a Pool Manager over-schedules capacity, the Pool 

Manager then has an opportunity to sell that excess (long) quantity back to the 

Companies at the higher PGA rate. The Companies have noticed a trend over the last 

three years (August 2015 through August 20 18), whereby payments to the shippers for 

settlements have increased by approximately 164%. These long positions are an 

indication that the Companies' tariffs are incenting some Pool Managers to intentionally 

leave their Pools in a long position to take advantage of the arbitrage opportunity 

inadvertently created by the Company's favorable cash out rate. For purposes of 

demonstration, the Companies have included an example of how this arbitrage occurs in 

Attachment C. 

--- ----------
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15) The second issue that has come to light is associated with the payout tiers in the 

FPUC and Fort Meade tariffs. The tiers in the FPUC and Fort Meade tariffs are very 

· broad. For example, the first tier is from 0% - 20%, which pays shippers for a long 

position at 100% of the PGA price. The next tariffed tier, 20% to 40%, provides for 

payment of a long position at 90% of the PGA rate. The impact of these broad tier ranges 

in the FPUC and Fort Meade tariffs is that, if a shipper schedules from 0% to 20% more 

than what is used, FPUC and Fort Meade must pay the full PGA price. In contrast, 

CFG's tariff only provides a 100% payout for long positions from 0% to 5%. Since 

CFG's payout rate is an index price and therefore more indicative of the market, this 

substantially mitigates the arbitrage opportunity for shippers on the CFG system. 

IV. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

16) The Companies request approval to make modifications to the Pool Manager imbalance 

cash out tiers and the associated cash out rates to remedy this issue. To complete this, the 

Companies request approval to update the imbalance process, tiers, and rates for FPUC and Fort 

Meade to be consistent with CFG. This change will facilitate consistency across the Florida 

business units and will also eliminate the unintentional arbitrage opportunity created by FPUC 

and Fmt Meade's cash out rates. Approval of these tariff changes should also benefit FPUC and 

FPUC-Fort Meade customers by reducing the upward pressure on the Companies' PGA rates 

caused by excessive over-scheduling by Pool Managers. Attached and incorporated herein by 
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reference are the appropriate revised tariff pages, included as Attachment D, for the 

Commission's consideration. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 1st day of February, 2019. 

Beth Keating 
Florida Bar No. 002 
Gunster, Yoakley & Stewart, P.A. 
215 South Monroe St., Suite 601 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(850) 521-1706 
bkeating@gunster. com 

Attorneys for Florida Public Utilities 
Company (Gas Division) and Florida Public 
Utilities Company-Fort Meade 

8IPage 



ATTACHMENT A -FPU AND FT. MEADE 
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0%-20% 1.00 1.00 

20%-40% 1.10 0.90 

Company's Purchased Company's Purchased 
Florida Public Utilities 
and FPUC Ft. Meade 

Division 
40%-60% 1.20 o.8o. I Gas Cost Recovery Factor Gas Cost Recovery Factor 

60%-80% 1.30 0.70 

>80% 1.40 0.60 

1
1::~;· ... :::, ac;;:;r'Sample, lmba]aij'ce caiC:t:datii'on.~:FiP,UC:& Fb:·Meade•!: ',:,;·.··~· 1,1~, "· lp-~1'/,l:l,,,'f·;<~,/tli;f·t>.,""', ,~,·~~~:··,,.:_ ,, II, , _,_· 1'1\' ,'i' _,. ','',,,'11'·1','1'',''1"' , ',, ''1",'::1,'11,: ,'''"' >1~'\~~~\~: ~·· '""~,,:,'!,·'1,11!", .',''''I ..... , :,,'!,v,·, .ld.,,. .. ,lJ ., ,iJ···r·,rsli'"" rt . ,,l;. : ',,,,.,.11·· . . .· .. 1·'·'11"· .I. .. , ,.,,,, .. ·····•: .. ,..r,·.:,, ...... · .. ,.,,,:1.'·':: , ... , , . ~~, ~: 1 ,,1.~~ ' ' 

1
j,\ ',, 11,11' .. ~ 1," 1' ~+.::~~: p! ,I ~~ 1 :,': r\,, r 0 : '' · , :: ;1\ '!)\. ', '· 

1 
'1 1,: 1,1 1,'' , , ,: ! ,1'',, '. ~-. · · ·~ ;''1';11, ·,', '' ':~~11g '""11'1,tl, '1 1; • I, u111 '1 :',1,11

1
1',: 1, 'i',pl,· 

Scheduled Qty (A): ~ Scheduled Qty (A): 

!.~ .. ~-~-~!.~.~ ..... ___ .............. --.... -..... L~.9.9.!.9.~~-......................................... !.~--~~-~!.~~-.......................... -......... l~~~!g.~~---..... -.............................. . 
Measured Qty (B): t Measured Qty (B): t 

!.~ .. !~.~!.~.~ ........... -.......................... i~~~!.~gg ............................................ !.~ .. !~.:~.~-~ ..................................... ..t}}_~!ggg .......... -.............................. . 
Imbalance (C): t Imbalance (C): t 

!!.1 .. !.~.=-~~~-..................... _ ........... __ r(~~!gg~)._ ........ -............................... !.~ .. !.~~-~~-~ ............. -....................... ,.?.~~gg~ ................................. -.-.... ·-· 

!.~.~-~~-~-~-~: .. ~!:~~!:~!~!!!:..!.~l~~:.~g.?.?. ........................................ -.. !~.~-~-~~~-~-~ .. ~!:~~=-~-~~!!!:..!.~1-??.:.?.?.?.?. ...................... _ .. ,_.,.,.,,_ ...... . 

!.!.:.~ .. ~~-~~.:.~.!~.~:...!~J.: .............. l~:g.~ ............. -..................................... !.!.~.!:.~:.~~-~~!~.!I~J~!: ............ ..l.~:.~g-.................................................. . 
Monthly PGA Rate (F): l Monthly PGA Rate (F): l 
P..:.~.!~.:-~.~ ..................................... .!.?.9.:.!~ ....... -.................................. _ .. _ .P..:~ .. !~!:~.~ .................. ___ ,.,., ...... .i.?.Q:.?.?. ...................... _.,.,., ................. .. 
Cash Out Amt (G): t Cash Out Amt (G): t 
C X EX F ~{$7,500.00) C X EX F ~$23,625.00 

The rates and imbalance quantities used in the above sample calculation are for illustration purposes only 
and do not reflect actual rates and quantities for the Company or its customers. 



ATTACHMENT B-CFG METHODOLOGY 
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.t::¢vels , .. :'!,',,'': ,. ~l:!~¢f Deliveries · Over~.~afiVItijes ~,1 

0%-5% I 1.00 1.00 I The sum of the (i) the highest weekly 
average (weeks where Friday is within 

The lowest weekly average (weeks the calendar month) of the "Daily price 
where Friday is within the calendar survey" for Gas posted under the 

month) ofthe "Daily price survey" for I > 5%-20% I 1.10 0.90 I "Midpoint" column for "FGT, zone 1", 
Gas under the "Midpoint" column for 

Central Florida Gas 

"FGT, zone 2" or "FGT zone 3", as 
"FGT, zone 1", FGT, zone 2" or "FGT 

reported in Platt's Gas Daily and (ii) the zone 3", as reported in Platt's Gas Daily. 
highest TSP 100% load factor rate plus 

>20% I 1.20 0.80 I fuel, usage and applicable sucharges. 

r' ',·:,,:,,· .. ,.~,:;: ,,,. i'"l•.s'' ... -.~,· ,,,,,.,,.1.,,,,,,,,, b:--1· ::,•.:· •' ·. ''"l!k'=--r· ·r t'•· 
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Scheduled Qty (A): Scheduled Qty (A): . 
in therms ~ 100,000 in therms ~ 150,000 
-ii.li~~;~;;d"-cii:Y .. i.si~·-·························-··············-~~·-·······r··············-~~---........................................................... -............ -...... ·M~~~~;;d·-citY:.!si; .. ······~~·~~········~~··· .. ···············~~~~~~~~---r······-······-···~~~~~~~~~~-·-········~~~~-·-~~~~············-~~~~~~---·············-······~~~~ 
in therms ~110,000 in therms ~115,000 
·i·;;:;·b~-i~-~-~~-i'ci·; .. ························~~-~~-~~---················-~~-~~-·-··-r·····--·-~~~~~~--···························-~~·-~~·~~~~~~·~~·-················ .. ············-- ·i·;;:;·b~i-~~~-~--~-c:f;·························~~··~~·-········-~~········~~·~~·--r················~~·-~~··················~~·~~·~~·-·······~~~~ ................... --............... . 

in therms t (10,000) in therms t 35,000 

.!!~~--~~~-~~~-?..~-~J~L ................................... -............. .J.~.:.~.9. .................................... -... ·-~~-~~-......................... _ ............... !!.~-~-~~-~~~~!~.~~.!~t= .................... -.. -........................ J~:~g·········-········· ...................................... -.............. -........... -.. 
Cash Out Rate (F): ~ Cash Out Rate (F): ~ 

-~~~-~~~~~-~·-····························································-····-·-··J.$..~:.~.§.-................................. -................................ _ ................... !?.~!!~_17.~~ ........ -... -... ··········-······~~-.................................. .J$.g:.?.~ ...................................... --···············--~~~~············-····· Cash Out Amt (G): ~ Cash Out Amt (G): j 
CxExF ~($3,960.00) CxExF ~$7,840.00 

The rates and imbalance quantities used in the above sample calculation are for illustration purposes only 
and do not reflect actual rates and quantities for the Company or its customers. 



ATTACHMENT C 

FPUC Purchase Price 
from Supplier (B) 

pertherm 

FPU Purchase Cost FPUC Cash Out Rate (C) 
(Ax B) per therm 

FPUC Cash Out to 
Pool Manager 

(Ax C) 

------------------------~------------~----------------------------i--------------------------i-------------------------------~-------------------------• I I I I . 
Imbalance Qty (A): 

in therms 20,000 $0.36 $7,200.00 $0.75 
. . $15,000.00 

The rates and imbalance quantities used in the above sample calculation are for illustration purposes only 
and do not reflect actual rates and quantities for the Company or its customers. 



ATTACHMENT D 

Revised Tariff Sheets - Clean/Legislative 

FPUC: Fourth Revised Sheet No. 35.2 
Twenty-first Revised Sheet No. 35.3 

FPUC-Fort Meade: First Revised Sheet No 61 
Original Sheet No. 61.1 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff 
Third Revised Volume No. 1 

Fourth Revised Sheet No. 35.2 
Cancels Third Revised Sheet No. 35.2 

--~----------~------~--------------------------~------

BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
In addition, Company will credit Pool Manager for the variance between Pool Manager's Daily 

Delivery Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quanfity for each Customer being served by 
Pool Manager. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance. 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance and 
credit Pool Manager in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments- Pool Manager section of 
this tariff. 

Imbalance Billing Adjustments- Rate Schedule PM 
The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for Pool 

Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to 
five decimal places ($0.00000). 

A. Pool Manager Short Imbalance and Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Short Imbalances and Pool Manager Long 
Imbalances will be computed using the following methodology. 

( 1) Pool Manager Short Imbalance 
If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is short, the Company shall sell to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of (i) the highest weekly average (weeks where Friday 
is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ","Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida 
Gas, zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the negative 
Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable 
factor set forth below: 

Imbalance Level 
0% to 5% 
Greater than 5% to 20% 
Greater than 20% 

Factor 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 

and (ii) the Gulfstream Natural Gas System capacity rate per Therm for 6% 
maximum hourly flow tariff rate (as it may change from time to time) plus the 
FGT FTS-1 usage rate per therm (inclusive of all applicable surcharges). 

The total amount due Company shall be the product of the Unit Price and the 
shmt monthly imbalance. 

(2) Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is long, the Company shall purchase to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of (i) the lowest weekly average (weeks where Friday 
is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ","Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida 
Gas, zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the positive 
Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable 
factor set forth on the following page: 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.3) 

Issued by: Jeffry Householder, President Effective: 



Florida Public Utilities Company 
F.P.S.C. Gas Tariff Fourth +ltffii Revised Sheet No. 35.2 
Third Revised Volume No. 1 Cancels &€eM Third Revised Sheet No. 35.2 

BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 
In addition, Company will credit Pool Manager for the variance between Pool Manager's Daily 

Delivery Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity for each Customer being served by 
Pool Manager. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance. 
Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance and 
credit Pool Manager in accordance with the Imbalance Billing Adjustments- Pool Manager section of 
this tariff. 

Imbalance Billing Adjustments- Rate Schedule PM 
The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for Pool 

Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will be rounded to 
five decimal places ($0.00000). 

A. Pool Manager Short Imbalance and Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Short Imbalances and Pool Manager Long 
Imbalances will be computed using the following methodology. hwoiees will be bases 
on the Company's Purehases Gas Cost Reeovery Faetor ("PGCR..11'") in effeet suring 
the month the imbalanee was ereates multiplied by the applieable faetor as follows: 

Peel Manager lmbalanee be•tel .soort lrtmg 
11' ... 11'. 

bo\>,'er ~ 
().% ;w.% .l--,00 .l--,00 

;w.% 40% -h-W M-Q 
40% 6()-% ~ (h&G 
6()-% W-% -loW (h.1() 

Greater than 80% -l-,40 (hW 

The Pool Manager lmbalanee bevel shall be ealeulated by dividing the absolute value 
of the Pool Manager lmbalanee by the aggregate Billing Period Delivery Quantity for 
all Customers being serves by Pool Man:ager. 

B. Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Varianee 
lnvoiees to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Varianee 'Nill be 
eomputed using the following methodology. lnvoiees will be based on the 
Company's PGCRF in effeet suring the month the delivery varianee was ereated. 

(Continues to Sheet No. 35.3) 
(1) Pool Manager Short Imbalance 

If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is short, the Company shall sell to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of (i) the highest weekly average (weeks where Friday 
is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ","Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida 
Gas, zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the negative 
Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable 
factor set forth below: 

Issued by: J.T. ERglish Jeffry Householder, President &-GEG 
November 18, 2004 

Effective: 
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Imbalance Level 
0% to 5% 
Greater than 5% to 20% 
Greater than 20% 

Factor 
1.00 

1.20 
1.10 

Fourth +hlffi Revised Sheet No. 35.2 
Cancels~ Third Revised Sheet No. 35.2 

and (ii) the Gulfstream Natural Gas System capacity rate per Therm for 6% 
maximum hourly flow tariff rate (as it may change from time to time) plus the FGT 
FTS-1 usage rate per therm (inclusive of all applicable surcharges). 

The total amount due Company shall be the product of the Unit Price and the short 
monthly imbalance. 

(2) Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
Ifthe Pool Manager Imbalance Level is long, the Company shall purchase to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of (i) the lowest weekly average (weeks where Friday 
is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ","Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida 
Gas, zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the positive 
Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable 
factor set forth below: 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.3) 
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BILLING ADJUSTMENTS 

(Continued from Sheet No. 35.2) 

Imbalance Level 
0% to 5% 
Greater than 5% to 20% 
Greater than 20% 

Factor 
~ 
0.90 
0.80 

The total amount due Pool Manager shall be the product of the Unit Price and the long 
monthly imbalance. 

Energy Conservation Cost Recovery Adjustment Clause 

The bill for gas or transportation service supplied to a Customer in any Billing Period shall be 
adjusted as follows: 

Except as otherwise provided herein, each rate schedule shall be increased or decreased to the nearest 
$0.00001 multiplied by the tax factor of 1.00503 for each Therm of consumption or transportation to 
recover the conservation related expenditures by the Company. The Company shall record both 
projected and actual expenses and revenues associated with the implementation of the Company's 
Energy Conservation Plan as authorized by the Commission. The procedure for the review, approval, 
recovery and recording of such costs and revenues is set forth in the Commission Rule 25-17.0 15, 
FAC. 

The cost recovery factors for the period from the first billing cycle for January 2019 through 
the last billing cycle for December 2019 are as follows: 

Rate Class 

Rate ScheduleRS 
Rate Schedule RS-GS 
Rate Schedule GS-1 
Rate Schedule GS-2 
Rate Schedule CS-GS 
Rate Schedule GSTS-1 
Rate Schedule GSTS-2 
Rate Schedule L VS 
Rate Schedule L VTS 
Rate Schedule NGV 
Rate Schedule NGVTS 

Issued by: Jeffry Householder, President 

Recovery Factor 

7.369 
7.369 
4.462 
3.451 
4.462 
4.462 
3.451 
2.874 
2.874 
1.252 
1.252 

cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.4) 

Effective: 
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BiLLiNG ADJUSTMENTS 

(Continued from Sheet No. 35.2) 

Imbalance Level Factor 
O%to 5% 1.00 
Greater than 5% to 20% 0.90 
Greater than 20% 0.80 

The total.amount due Pool Manager shall be the product of the Unit Price and the long +------{ Formatted: Indent: Left: 1.5" monthly Imbalance. '-------. ---------~ 

Energy Conservation Cost Recovery Adjustment Clause 

The bill for gas or transportation service supplied to a Customer in any Billing Period shall be 
adjusted as follows: 

Except as otherwise provided herein, each rate schedule shall be increased or decreased to the nearest 
$0.00001 multiplied by the tax factor of 1.00503 for each Therm of consumption or transportation to 
recover the conservation related expenditures by the Company. The Company shall record both 
projected and actual expenses and revenues associated with the implementation of the Company's 
Energy Conservation Plan as authorized by the Commission. The procedure for the review, approval, 
recovery and recording of such costs and revenues is set forth in the Commission Rule 25-17.015, 
FA C. 

The cost recovery factors for the period from the first billing cycle for January 2019 through 
the last billing cycle for December 2019 are as follows: 

Rate Class 

Rate ScheduleRS 
Rate Schedule RS-GS 
Rate Schedule GS-1 
Rate Schedule GS-2 
Rate Schedule CS-GS 
Rate Schedule GSTS-1 
Rate Schedule GSTS-2 
Rate Schedule LVS 
Rate Schedule L VTS 
Rate Schedule NOV 
Rate Schedule NGVTS 

Issued by: Jeffry Householder, President 

Recovery Factor 

7.369 
7.369 
4.462 
3.451 
4.462 
4.462 
3.451 
2.874 
2.874 
1.252 
1.252 

cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 
cents per therm 

(Continued to Sheet No. 35.4) 
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In addition, Company will credit Pool Manager for the variance between Pool Manager's 
Daily Delivery Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity for each Customer 
being served by Pool Manager. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manager Monthly 
Delivery Variance. Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Monthly 
Delivery Variance and credit Pool Manager in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments- Pool Manager section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Billing Adjustments -Rate Schedule PM 
The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for 
Pool Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will 
be rounded to five decimal places ($0.00000). 

A. Pool Manager Short Imbalance and Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Short Imbalances and Pool Manager 
Long Imbalances will be computed using the following methodology. 

(1) Pool Manager Short Imbalance 
If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is short, the Company shall sell to Pool Manager such 
monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") calculated by taking the 
sum of(i) the highest weekly average (weeks where Friday is within the calendar month) of 
the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the "Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 
1 ","Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida Gas, zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the 
Month in which the negative Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, 
multiplied by the applicable factor set forth below: 

Imbalance Level 
0% to 5% 
Greater than 5% to 20% 
Greater than 20% 

Factor 

1.00 

1.10 
1.20 

and (ii) the Gulfstream Natural Gas System capacity rate per Therrn for 6% maximum hourly 
flow tariff rate (as it may change from time to time) plus the FGT FTS-1 usage rate per 
therm (inclusive of all applicable surcharges). 

The total amount due Company shall be the product of the Unit Price and the short monthly 
imbalance. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 61.1) 
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In addition, Company will credit Pool Manager for the variance between Pool Manager's 
Daily Delivery Requirement and the sum of the Daily Delivery Quantity for each Customer 
being served by Pool Manager. This variance will be referred to as Pool Manager Monthly 
Delivery Variance. Company shall retain all gas supplies resulting from a Pool Manager Monthly 
Delivery Variance and credit Pool Manager in accordance with the Imbalance Billing 
Adjustments- Pool Manager section of this tariff. 

Imbalance Billing Adjustments -Rate Schedule PM 
The following language details the methodology of calculating billing adjustments for 
Pool Manager Imbalances. All prices will be adjusted to reflect dollars per therm and will 
be rounded to five decimal places ($0.00000). 

A. Pool Manager Short Imbalance and Pool Manager Long Imbalance 
Invoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Short Imbalances and Pool Manager 
Long Imbalances will be computed using the following methodology. Invoiees 
will be based on the Company's Purehased Gas Cost Reeovery Faetor ("PGCRF") in 
effeet during the month the imbalanee was ereated multiplied by the applicable factor 
as follows: 

l!eol Manager lmbalanee LeYel 800-rt bmlg 
Faeter FaeteF 

bowel' ~ 
Q.% W% +.-00 -hOO-

W% 4().% -h-l-0 M{). 

4().% 6(}.% .J,;W (h.8Q. 

W% 80% -hJG ~ 

GreateF than &Q% -1--Mf Q-,6(j 

The Pool Manager Imbalance Level shall be calculated by dividing the absolute 
\'affie of the Pool Manager Imbalance by the aggregate Billing Period Delivery 
Quantity foF all Customers being seryed by Pool Manager. 

B. Pool Manager Monthly DeliYery Variance 
Imoices to Pool Manager for Pool Manager Monthly Delivery Variance will be 
computed using the following methodology. lll'roices will be based on the Company's 
PGCRF in effect during the month the deliYery variance Vias created. 

(I) Pool Manager Short Imbalance 
If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is short, the Company shall sell to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of (i) the highest weekly average (weeks where Friday 
is within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ", "Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida 
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Gas,-:wne-3-'-',-as-re13efted i:n-Jl.latt-s-Gas -Dailvder the-Menth in-whi<>h-the negative 
Pool Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable 
factor set forth below: 

Imbalance Level Factor 
O%to 5% 1.00 
Greater than 5% to 20% 1.10 
Greater than 20% 1.20 

and (ii) the Gulfstream Natural Gas System capacity rate per Therm for 6% 
maximum hourly flow tariff rate (as it may change from time to time) plus the FGT 
FTS-1 usage rate per therm (inclusive of all applicable surcharges). 

The total amount due Company shall be the product of the Unit Price and the short 
monthly imbalance. 

Issued By: Jeffry Householder, President 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 61) 

(2) Pool Manager Long Imbalance 

Original Sheet No. 61.1 

If the Pool Manager Imbalance Levelis long, the Company shall purchase to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated by taking the sum of(i) the lowest weekly average (weeks where Friday is 
within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ", "Florida Gas, zone 2" or "Florida Gas, 
zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the positive Pool 
Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable factor set 
forth below: 

Imbalance Level 
0% to 5% 
Greater than 5% to 20% 
Greater than 20% 

Factor 

1.00 
0.90 

0.80 

The total amount due Pool Manager shall be the product of the Unit Price and the long 
monthly imbalance. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 62) 
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(2) Pool Manager Long Imbalance 

Original Sheet No. 61.1 

If the Pool Manager Imbalance Level is long, the Company shall purchase to Pool 
Manager such monthly imbalance quantity at a price per therm (the "Unit Price") 
calculated, by taking the sum of (i) the lowest weekly average (weeks where Friday is 
within the calendar month) of the "Daily price survey" for Gas posted under the 
"Midpoint" column for "Florida Gas, zone 1 ", "Florida Gas, zone 2" or ''Florida Gas, 
zone 3", as reported in Platts Gas Daily, for the Month in which the positive Pool 
Manager Imbalance Level quantity was incurred, multiplied by the applicable factor set 
forth below: 

Imbalance Level Factor 
0% to 5% 1.00 
Greater than 5% to 20% 0.90 
Greater than 20% 0.80 

The total amount due Pool Manager shall be the product of the Unit Price and the long 
monthly imbalance. 

(Continued to Sheet No. 62) 
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